Abstract-Video-on-Demand services are increasing rapidly nowadays. The load on servers can be very high, even exceeding their capacity. For popular contents, we can use a Periodic Broadcast (PB) strategy using multicast to serve all clients. Recent development of PB uses multiple channels broadcasting for segments of movies in certain patterns, so that users only need to wait for a small segment to start the service. However, users need higher download capacity to download multiple segments at a time. In order to compensate for this, a proxy server can help to reduce download bandwidth requirements by holding some segments for a certain time. This research will focus on more recent PB schemes that couldn't be covered by previous Proxy-Assisted Periodic Broadcast strategies.
INTRODUCTION
Video-on-Demand (VoD) service is commonly used nowadays, creating a new way of social interaction and information distribution. VoD service providers usually make use of Content Distribution Networks (CDNs) (1)(2)(3) that can provide content replication for faster distribution and many other benefits.
However, popular content distribution can be a big burden on the content providers' servers, since they have to serve so many parallel user connections at a time for the same video content. Imagine a user requires b bandwidth for one stream, then one million users will require one million b of the server's bandwidth. Such a situation can make it difficult for the server to provide a certain Quality of Service (QoS) for all users. This kind of issue may be solved using Periodic Broadcasting(PB) where contents are distributed in a periodic manner using multicast protocol.
PB can solve the scalability problem of VoD service, yet another problem arises in the QoS as clients need to wait for the playback from the beginning of the movie. This causes the delivery to be delayed, at worst as long as the length of the movie. This may be too long for the client to wait, for example if the movie is more than 10 minutes long.
Some better PB schemes have been introduced. The simplest of them is the Fast Broadcast
RELATED WORK
Some research focusing on Proxy-Assisted Periodic Broadcasting has been done; for example, Figure 1 shows how shifted periodic broadcasting in the proxy server may help to reduce clients' waiting time. It focused on the pyramid type of periodic broadcasting. However, the recent type of periodic broadcasting is not supported, since the distribution of segments uses a different kind of pattern.
In the pyramid type of periodic broadcasting (4), the sizes of segments are different in each channel. The larger size segments tend to be in the lower channels. In the newer periodic broadcasting strategies, the sizes of segments are all the same with certain rules of distribution among channels. This mechanism ensures the broadcast efficiency of segments and smaller segment size.
In this research, we will focus on three schemes; FB, Pagoda, and RFS. There are also many recent schemes exploring the heterogeneous client scenario, such as UHB (12) , OHPB (13) , improvement from Skyscraper with LAW (14) , and also using Variable Bit Rate (VBR) video as the media (15) . Part of our future works could involve comparing the performance of our system with these listed schemes.
There are some other implementations of the proxy-assisted schemes that can be used for our reference. The first one is regarding the implementation of a single server covering the GDB and CCA schemes (16) . The other approach uses multiple servers as proxy (17) . In this paper, we are using only one server as proxy.
Another point of view sees the benefit of using a proxy server for the efficiency of the clients' buffering. This has been explored in (18) , we can use it in our future work for comparison of clients' buffer efficiency. Another work involves a proxy server supporting a large-scale network as presented in (19) ; this is outside of our consideration for now, as we are focusing on LANs with low download capacity. Also for our reference, we will study the general characteristics of PB so that we can define an approach suitable for general schemes (20) .
Proxy-Assisted Periodic Broadcast
Previous work on the proxy-assisted PB (16) was designated for the pyramid type of PB. Using only 20 % of video length as the buffer size, the schemes provided significant improvement by reducing the average load and service interval. The basic idea of the scheme is to shift the broadcast of a channel so it will complement the availability of segments of each service group. The optimum parameter setting can be achieved through iteration, as long as the shifting is not more than half of the channel length, as that would not provide the designated improvement.
By doing so, the system can reduce the clients' bandwidth requirements significantly to only 2b for all of the service group, as is illustrated in Figures 11a and 11c . As a constraint, this scheme will only target the clients' bandwidth requirement of 2b, because 1b is impossible to be achieved without perfectly sequential segment reception, and it surely needs a very high resource. By using 2b as the target, parallel reception is still possible; thereby broadening the alternatives for segment reception.
The scheme will apply its "shifting" to individual channels of certain buffer size. The larger the buffer size, the more shifting can be done in more channels. The paper (16) provides the formulas to calculate the optimum buffer size and is provided.
Peer-to-Peer Periodic Broadcast
Peer-to-Peer PB (P2P PB) (21) is aimed more at supporting mobile device clients, and has the ability to adapt to the quality of video streaming dynamically depending on the clients' computing capability and bandwidth capability. A Peer-to-Peer tree is used to distribute the content, supporting pre-existing PB. The head-most node will be clients with high bandwidth and high computing capabilities (desktops and laptops), and at the other end, mobile devices will take part. Video adaptations are performed within those trees supporting the low bandwidth clients with low computing capabilities.
Why is P2P PB concerned with computing capability? It is because in performing video adaptation, substantial CPU resources will be required. Video adaptation will reduce the quality of video, hence reducing the bandwidth requirement for distribution. Of course, after video adaptation, the original video couldn't be restored, that is why the adapted video should be placed at the edge of the distribution tree. We can see how the tree is formed in Figure 2 . LC stands for Low Capacity for bandwidth availability, and HC stands for High Capacity.
Advanced Periodic Broadcast Scheme
There are various kinds of Periodic Broadcast available nowadays. The popular ones are Pagoda, Recursive Frequency-Splitting (RFS), HeRO, Broadcatch, and the Unified-approach for Heterogeneous clients Broadcast (UHB) (12) . This paper will be focused on Pagoda and RFS, since Pagoda has been derived in many other Fig. 2 . Peer-to-Peer Periodic Broadcast Construction Phase -Taken from (21) schemes, and RFS is known for its effective segment placement in the broadcast server, providing a larger number of segments. Pagoda has rules defining which segments will be placed on the broadcast map, the distribution aims towards being as efficient as possible, so that the number of segments created will be greater. As can be seen in Figure 3 , Pagoda segment placement is started from the lower numbered segments at the top, and enlarges at the bottom. RFS has better efficiency on segment placement, thus it has more segments created for the same K. Starting with the initial segment number 1 the segment then will be multiplied to create another derivative segment number. The final segment placement is as presented in Figure 4 .
GENERALIZED PROXY-ASSISTED PERIODIC BROADCASTING
Our aim is to present more advanced schemes using the help of proxy servers providing less waiting time and broader support for heterogeneous clients. This is implemented by increasing the low bandwidth client service frequency, thus affecting the overall system performance. The waiting time should be reasonable in length, and shouldn't be longer than 5 percent of the video length for example. Some metrics will be observed too; average bandwidth requirement, service ratio, and waiting time.
By reducing the bandwidth requirement, support for low bandwidth clients will be more available. Regarding RFS, without the proxy assistance, the support for 2b clients does not exist at all for K > 5. Using the help of a proxy server, clients will have alternatives of segment reception not only from the main server, but also from the proxy server. This will allow clients the ability to distribute their high loads in certain slots to other slots that have lower loads.
Problem Description
The main server will broadcast in certain patterns using the Periodic Broadcasting (PB) scheme with d seconds as the size of the segment, and K as the number of channels. The bandwidth sizes in each channel are the same and are defined as b. In the pyramid style of PB, the requirement for a client joining the scheme may be reduced to 1b in certain SGs. However, the newer schemes with improved efficiency in the segment distribution at the server side, such as RFS and Pagoda, require the client to have higher availability of download bandwidth; most of them require (k-1) b to be able to playback properly without lag. Figure 4 shows an example of the server broadcasting in 5k with the minimum requirement of the client's bandwidth as 4b. We would like to reduce that requirement using the help of a proxy server by holding some of the segments for future release in the buffer. The segment acceptance for the client should satisfy:
The formula in Figure 5 demands that a segment should be available in the client's buffer earlier than the playback time or currently broadcast in the server channels. This gives us possibilities to buffer certain segments in order to reduce current slot download bandwidth requirements, and broadcast it in the near future when some clients need it or when the load of the client is low.
Strategy
In this chapter we define our strategy to reduce clients' average bandwidth requirements. The parameters are:
• Server Mapping
We assume we know how the segments are distributed across the channels in the server, or at least we can predict the pattern based on observation in a certain amount of time. The server broadcast mapping will depend on the scheme we are using.
• Proxy Buffer This is the buffer status at proxy. We should be able to discern current segments buffered and the availability of empty slots.
• Proxy Channels Current status of channels at proxy
The number of iteration should be performed in the simulation. As the value is the same as the number of segments, for the next multiplication the performance will already be stable.
• Target Load The target load is defined as an optional parameter when we need to target a certain level of client class, for example targeting the 2b class. This, as shown in the next chapter, significantly affects the overall system performance.
The output expected is to be the Proxy Server's buffer schedule mapping and broadcast sche- dule mapping from the current playback group in one period of playback, this will result in the mapping of the broadcast segments' distribution in the proxy server. The algorithm will be executed on the proxy server for every slot in every SG to select which segment should be buffered and how it will be mapped in the broadcast channel at proxy. Figure 6 shows the states of segment evaluation in the system. The flow will be executed for every segment we evaluate. Starting with the decision of whether a segment needs to be buffered or not. The conditions are as described in the next subsection. The segment that needs to be buffered will be scheduled for buffering; it will then be mapped to the broadcast channel. In the case of the successful scheduling of buffer and broadcast, an alternative action will be performed; ensuring that the broadcast of the segment will still be significant for performance. If not, then an 'Undo Buffer Schedule' will be performed for that particular segment. Status for being significant or not for system performance is gained from the comparison of the overall system load and the buffer slot loading. If the buffer slot load is far lower than the current system load, then the broadcast is useless, and an undo action should be performed.
Buffer Scheduling
We performed a selective segment buffering, following the rules defined. This will affect the current bandwidth requirement (load) needed at this slot ( CL (Gt) ). Those rules as represented in the Algorithm Calculate Load are:
The segment evaluated should be larger than 0.
• evalSegment = currentSegment AND !Received(segmentNumber)
The segment evaluated is the one currently needed by the SG. In other words, the segment number equals the iteration number + 1 in the SG. The following condition after that is the status of reception. If the segment has been received by the SG in the previous slot, then it is just skipped, if not, then it is added to the current load.
If the segment number is one, then we just have to skip the segment, assuming this has already been handled by the previous condition of segmentNumber = currentSegment. 
• evalSegment >= currentSegment
Of course the currently evaluated segment should be larger or equal to the currently needed segment.
• !Received(evalSegment)
If the segment has been received by the SG in the previous slot, then it is just skipped.
•
locationNext(evalSegment) < evalSegment
There is no need to buffer the segment if the segment can be obtained another time.
After we have the current slot load, then we can try to reduce it by buffering the segment in the list that we have updated also when calculating the load. The target load will be considered too if it is larger than 0. When the current load is less than the target load, then we can skip the buffering.
The next step is checking for the availability of the current buffer slot in proxy. If a buffer is available for the final checking, we need to confirm that the current download requirement is still higher than the maximum download requirement for the corresponding SG, if it is, then we can add the segment for buffering while also updating the maximum download requirement of SG t ( OL(Gt) ).
Broadcast Scheduling
After the buffer schedule is created, then the segment will be available until the segment needs to be downloaded by the client. Then, when the current segment is in the buffer state, we can try to find the nearest broadcast location in the past. This is in order to utilize more of the bandwidth slot, while reducing the buffer slot too. If the slot load, in which the segment occurs in the broadcast slot of the proxy server, is still lower than the overall bandwidth, then we can plan to set the reception slot of the segment for this current SG at that point.
The next thing to do, if reusing the broadcast slot was not possible, is to broadcast the segment from the current slot. Furthermore, if it is not possible because of the non-availability of broadcast slot, we need to try an early broadcast by searching for the previous slot with a low load nearest to the current slot. And if that alternative doesn't suffice, then there is no other way than undoing the buffer scheduling of the current segment. This makes us need to update the overall load of system (OL(Gt)), to ensure whether the overall load is changed or not.
In the case of a successful broadcast, a "Reconsider Broadcast" action will be performed; ensuring that all broadcast schedules have their effects on the system performance. If any of them are not affecting the overall load, then we need to remove them from the broadcast and buffer schedules to provide more buffers and broadcast slots for future SGs.
Target Load Checking
After all the segments that are possible to buffer are put into the broadcast slot, we finally check whether the OL(Gt) satisfies the requirement of the target load or not (if the target load is set larger than 0). The system updates the value of the OL(Gt) and compares it with the target load.
If the OL(Gt) is larger than the desired target load, then we need to remove it from the broadcast and buffer schedule maps. We then undo all the scheduling of all broadcast segments. After that we update the value of the OL(Gt) once more.
Example
The example shown in Figure 7 refers to Figure 4 using the Recursive Frequency Splitting (RFS) scheme, the PS has two broadcast channels to broadcast segments (2b) and the buffer size is 5d. The SG we observed is at t0 when the state of the system is zero (no buffering).
The orange columns are buffer slots that can be filled with segments. As we can see, the buffer attempted to be filled with as many segments as possible based on the available segments from the main server at the current time-slot. There is no particular order on filling; i.e. it randomly selects an empty slot to be filled with segments. Each segment in the buffer has the extra attribute of service group dependency. This will determine whether a segment should be removed or not from the buffer after broadcast. Meanwhile, the purple columns show segments' broadcast in the proxy channels. Those segments contribute to the regular client acceptance schedule.
In Figure 7 (a), the buffers are filled with segment numbers 2, 3, 5, and 7. Those segments are listed in slot 0 of the RFS broadcast map ( Figure 4 ). As many buffer slots as possible are filled out following the rule defined previously for segments that need to be buffered in section 3.2.1.
At the second slot in this SG 7(b), segment number 2 is broadcast, meanwhile, segments number 4 and 6 were put into their buffer slot. Actually, according to the rule, more segments needed to be buffered; yet the buffer slot was not available, so only two segments were buffered. All buffered segments were mapped to the last possible position in the buffer slot.
The next thing to do at 7(c), is to reconsider buffer performance. From our last broadcast of segment 2, the overall load ( OL(Gt) ) was updated to 4b, from previously only 2b. We then see it is better not to buffer segment 2. So then, segment 2 was removed from broadcast slot and buffer slot, returning the OL(Gt) back to 3b. These sequences will be performed over and over for every slot. Finally, a buffer and broadcast schedule mapping 7(d) is created, with 3b as the value of OL(Gt).
The Reconsider Broadcast performed here is not listed in this paper. It works by evaluating Fig. 7 . Process Example -Buffer and Broadcast Scheduling in each broadcast slot every segment that has already been scheduled for broadcast, and then compares the condition of the OL (Gt) with broadcast of segment and without. By freeing some buffer space, the system will have the opportunity to buffer more segments at the next iteration, as we will see on the next example of starting service at t1. For the second example in Figure 8 , starting from the state of SG t0 there is a simulated mapping of the SG t1. Different from the first example, in this scenario, the broadcast channel provided is only 1b. This is intended to show an example of events as they occur when a broadcast slot is not available.
Starting with Figure 8 (a), the system schedules the buffering for segments number 4, 6, and 10. Segment number 6 is a special case, as it only appends to the last possible slot from the buffer schedule of the previously scheduled segment number 6 at the buffer. At Figure 8(b) , there is an attempt to broadcast segment number 4 at slot 4. However, since the broadcast slot is currently occupied by segment number 5, the system is forced to rollback the buffer schedule of segment 4, when it should be broadcast.
By undoing the schedule of segment number 4, the OL(Gt) of the current SG will be updated to 3, resulting in the useless buffering of other segments. The system will undo all scheduling and will not buffer any segment for SG 1. Final mapping status of the system is presented in Figure 8 (c).
In Figure 8 we will see the reusing of segment number 6 and its being broadcast on slot 5. As explained in Algorithm 2, the reusing of a pre-broadcasted segment is implemented here; thereby reducing the use of redundant buffering, and distributing the load of the SG's slots.
Algorithm
There are two algorithms presented in this paper. The first one is an Algorithm for buffer scheduling (Algorithm 1). This algorithm defines the conditions as to whether a segment is re- Fig. 8 . Broadcast Fail Example -A case when a broadcast channel is not available quired to be buffered or not. It is started by calculating the current slot using the Algorithm Calculate Load, thus the most recent current slot bandwidth requirement is acquired. Actually, inside of the calculateCL_Gt function, there is not only the counting of the current slot bandwidth requirement, but there is also the tagging of segments that shouldn't be buffered. This list is then used in the schedule buffer algorithm, as seen on line 21. The basic idea of schedule buffer algorithm is to buffer as many segments as possible that will not occur in the near future while the buffer slot is available and the current slot load is still higher than the targeted load or current OL(Gt). The parameters are the current segment number (cS), current SG number (sG), the list of segments that have already been scheduled for buffering (buffL), the list of segments that have been scheduled for broadcast (broadL), the current bandwidth requirement for the current SG ( OL(Gt) ) and the last one serves as an option for the desired target load, for example 2b (tgtL).
There is an extra unlisted algorithm which is also defined here, the broadSlotPot. This algorithm is essential, to provide an optimized value for maximum segment buffering, assuming the buffer slots are still available. If we buffer more than the optimum number of segments, then in the future, we will run out of buffer slots, resulting in non-buffered segments, which should have been buffered. If we buffer too few, then the load will be unevenly distributed between the high Algorithm 1. Schedule Buffer load slots and the lower load slots.
The next algorithm intended for broadcast scheduling (Algorithm 2). The parameters required in broadcast scheduling are the same as buffer scheduling. These can be divided into four parts. The first one is reusing the pre-broadcasted segment in the previous slot within the range of the SG for the currently needed segment. This will reduce the requirement of buffering and broadcast slots in the proxy.
The second one is the part where the broadcast slot is scheduled to be done in a current slot; it is the second option if the pre-Broadcast fails. The conditions of available channel slots in the proxy server should be fulfilled, if not, then we can try the third option.
The third part will be the alternative for early broadcast. If it is possible to find the nearest slot in the past that has the proxy's broadcast slot and a CL(Gt) lower than the targeted load or current OL(Gt) then we may use the slot to schedule a proxy broadcast. And finally, if this is still not possible, we go to the fourth part.
The fourth part is to undo the scheduling of the buffering of the current segment. This is the last option since we couldn't perform any broadcasts using the above alternatives. This will increase the CL(Gt) of the slot where the segment was buffered, and potentially increase the OL(Gt). That is why a reconsider broadcast is being performed at the end of the algorithm, ensuring all broadcasts are valuable. If not, then we can remove scheduling of useless broadcasts.
The Algorithm Calculate Load provides data regarding the CL(Gt) of the current slot. An update of the doNotBuffList is performed here, listing the segment(s) that shouldn't be buffered. Conditions of segment(s) that shouldn't be buffered are of the opposite listing of the Buffer Scheduling sub-section 3.2.1.
The Calculate Load Algorithm has four parameters. The first one is a pointer to the currently evaluated slot(s), defining the current timeline of the system (curSlot). The next parameters are the current segment number in the SG (sG), and also the SG number (sG). The last parameter is the list that is shared along the evaluation of SG (doNotBuffList). The doNotBuffList will store the list of segment numbers that shouldn't be buffered at all, as these segments are assumed to have been received by the client served at this SG.
Potential segments are the number of segments possible to be broadcasted on the current slot. We just need to count the segments in a slot of proxy broadcast that haven't been broadcast. This count is then used as a parameter to increase the number of segments potentially buffered. The number of potential broadcasts is counted as the number of segments currently buffered, yet not to have been broadcasted. The algorithm is used for consideration of the undo schedule of buffering and broadcasting of particular segments, and whether their scheduling has any effect on the OL (Gt).
The two algorithms of Reconsider Broadcast have relatively the same characteristics (not listed here because of limitation of space). Both are revalidating broadcast schedules created before. If the broadcasting of any segment has no affect on system performance, then they will undo the broadcast and buffer schedule for that segment.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Environment
We built a simulation engine using the Java platform implementing RFS and Pagoda as the schemes we evaluated. In each service group bandwidth requirement will be our parameter of performance with the Main Server's number of channels, the Proxy Server's (PS) buffer size and the PS number of channels as the parameters.
The evaluation will be measured in discrete increments of buffer size by 10%, ranging from 0% to 50%. Broadcast channel availability will be the same as K. We evaluated different maximums of K for every scheme, trying to only cover around 1000 segments. This was done because we wanted to have fair comparisons among schemes.
The graphs will be labeled as "G-ProB" for the output of the G-ProB system, and "PA PB" for the output for the previous implementation of the Proxy-Assisted Periodic Broadcast. If there is no specific mention of target load, then G-ProB's target load is set at 2b. If Targeted Load is mentioned, then the target load is also set at 2b. Figure 9 shows the output from PA PB and G-ProB on the reduction of client's bandwidth requirement on the scheme. The results were achieved using 20% of buffer size and calculated average of K=6 to K=10. As we can see, PA PB can reduce the 3b gradually from 92% to at most 76%. In the next figure G-ProB can do even more by reducing the client's bandwidth requirement to only 89% and at the least 74%. We can infer from those figures that the G-ProB can achieve more improvement compared to the previous scheme, PA PB.
Result
Previous Work Comparison
On the next figures, 10, still using 20% of buffer space and K=6 to K=10, the service interval for 3b clients on the PA PB can achieve almost optimum, meanwhile the G-ProB can achieve only the same as the 3b class without buffering. However, 2b in G-ProB can achieve significant service interval reduction to only half that of the output of PA PB. The reason G-ProB could not achieve better improvement statistics than PA PB on the 3b class, is that the values presented here are based on an average computation for K=6 to K=10. In the specific case of K=8 com- parison of PA PB and G-ProB with 20% buffer size, the G-ProB outperformed the PA-PB, with 3b achieving the optimum value for a very short moment. Figure 11 (a) shows the performance of PA PB to increase the service ratio of all clients' classes. The figure shows that at 10% of buffer size, 3b class and above has achieved almost 100% service ratio, and 2b class achieved 100% at 40% of buffer size. Compared to the figure  11b as the output of G-ProB for the same case, the G-ProB has a less steep increment of service ratio for 3b class and above. However, 2b achieved better improvement at every buffer size given, compared to the PA PB.
This pattern intuitively makes sense, since the target load is 2b then the other class will only be affected when the 2b frequency is changed. Far better improvement can be seen on G-ProB applied to the CCA scheme, as seen in figures 11c and 11d. With only 30% of buffer size, all classes achieved 100% service ratio compared to the PA PB output when the 2b finally achieve 100% service ratio at 40% buffer size. This can be taken as evidence that G-ProB is more efficient in segment mapping in the distribution channel and buffering slots.
Average Client's Bandwidth Requirement
Moving on to the next metrics, we can observe the performance of the system through the Average Client's Bandwidth Requirement reduction. For all schemes, as shown in figures 12a, 12b, and 12c, G-ProB clearly provided stable improvement and decreased clients' bandwidth requirement at every increment of buffer size. The best output was on FB and Pagoda when they finally reached the optimum value of 2b. Although at Pagoda with K=9, it only reached 2.25b at 50% of buffer size, yet this still can be improved with a larger buffer size. The RFS in the other case could only reduce the bandwidth requirement to around 75% of non-buffered schemes. In our experiment, RFS still could achieve better improvement on buffer sizes larger than 50%, and it finally stabilized at a certain level due to a limitation of broadcast channel availability. From those three figures, we could say G-ProB was able to produce a high reduction of client's bandwidth requirement. However, we should examine the performance from other points of view of service ratio and service intervals as will be presented in the next subchapter.
Average Service Ratio
Regarding service ratio metrics, RFS shows a very small amount of improvement; as revealed by the figures in 13a, it can only cover a 25% service ratio of the 2b class in the case of K=7 and K=8. In the case of K=6, the service ratio reached 50% of the total segment. This can be seen as non-significant performance; however, we think this kind of point of view does not reflect the true performance improvement of G-Prob. In figure 13b, PB achieved 100% or nearly 100%. This is a very delightful performance output achieved by PB with only 50% of buffer size; we can certainly say that Pagoda has been much improved by the help of the proxy server. FB schemes are not presented here, since they show almost the same performance as GDB or CCA, moreover, FB could achieve a 100% service ratio more rapidly than GDB or CCA.
Average Service Intervals
The last metric we observe in this paper is the Average Service Interval for the clients to start streaming service. This metric is the real performance measure we expected to be greatly affected from our scheme, because less waiting time means a better service. We simulated the system for three schemes; FB, Pagoda, and RFS. In this evaluation, we were only concerned with the 2b clients' performance, as our target load was 2b. The other classes will be affected following the changes to the 2b class. Reducing the average service interval to only 1% for example, will give the client significant waiting time difference. Assume the length of a movie is 2 hours, then 1% will only be 1.2 minutes, compared with a 2 hour wait for rebroadcast, this is a great improvement.
As seen in Figure 14 , Fast Broadcast was never actually a viable candidate. Without the help of Proxy Broadcast, the service interval reached 3% of the movie's length. After G-ProB was applied, the interval was reduced to only less than half than before. The waiting time for K=7 reached less than 1% from around 3% previously. In the case of K=10, the interval even reached less than 0.1% of the movie's length. This is a very significant improvement attributable to GProB.
In the case of the Pagoda scheme, G-ProB has performed very significantly; reducing the service interval from 50% to only 0.1% of the movie's length (K=9), figure 15 . All other channel numbers reached an average service interval of 1% or less. This is because from the previous figure 13b, Pagoda service ratios were nearly 100%. It is the same as the length of the segment (d). Pagoda will get less average service interval the higher number of channels it has because the segment length (d) will also be less. As revealed in the zoomed version of Figure 15 (b) , we can see the service intervals are sequenced from high to low from the lower K to higher K, or from the longer d to shorter d. Next, the RFS scheme, Figure 16 gives us a better understanding about the RFS's performance. Surprisingly, the average service interval of the system can be reduced to a very low number, 0.28% of the movie's length. This performance achievement couldn't be seen from the service ratio or average load. According to this, a client with 2b capabilities can be served and doesn't have to wait long for the service. As we can see, the effect of G-ProB can only be seen after 20% for the case of K=7 and K=8, since previously the 2b class was not in the service range. Using only 20% of the movie's length as buffer space, the RFS's service interval for the 2b class is ranging around 10% of the movie's length, and finally rose, from a value of 0.28% to 2%. This is also not the optimum value, since from our experiment, we can still reach better service ratio with buffer size larger than 50%. However, this result is satisfying enough, with the average service interval for 2b class less than 2% from previously not served. Figure 17 shows the comparisons between FB (K=10), Pagoda (K=9), and RFS (K=8). We used a different number of channels for every scheme, because we wanted to have a closer com- parison on the number of segments. These schemes had around 1000 segments, so that the segment length would not be too variable. The figure shows the continuous decrement of service intervals. At 50% buffer size, the service interval reached less than 1% of the movie's length. The fastest reduced is FB scheme's service interval, that is then followed by Pagoda and RFS. The pagoda has steeped down so low only with 10% of buffer size, meanwhile the RFS can only be affected by 20% of buffer size.
Summary
Judging from our analysis, we can conclude that G-ProB can perform better than PA PB for all cases. This is possible because G-ProB uses a selection scenario to schedule the buffering and broadcasting of the segments. More efficiency can be implemented even when only using the smallest buffer size; the 2b class can be covered more efficiently when compared with PA PB. Real performance metrics made us really understand how good the G-ProB system is on the average service interval value. A smaller service interval means less waiting time for the client to start the service. For implementation of G-ProB in RFS, although still only covered 25% of the number of segments (service ratio), it already produced less than 1% of the movie's length waiting time for the 2b class. The greater the number of segments available in a scheme results in less waiting time for the clients. This pattern also showed in the Pagoda case, where it gained an almost 100% service ratio, a very high result.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented our work on providing Generalized Proxy-Assisted Periodic Broadcasting called G-ProB that covers more recent schemes than previous implementations. Pagoda and RFS applied with G-ProB had significant impact on reducing the average service interval for low bandwidth clients, providing lower waiting time for all client classes.
In comparison with the previous work on (PA PB), G-ProB provided more efficient segment placement; allowing the use of smaller buffer size for higher performance. G-ProB outperformed PA PB regarding targeted client load. For the non-targeted class, PA PB sometimes can perform better. However, in the overall ratings, G-ProB yields better performance with GDB and CCA schemes.
We hope from our work there can develop a better system with less waiting time and broader coverage of heterogeneous clients' capabilities. With the use of Proxy-Assistance, the backbone network doesn't have to be bothered with extra work. We realize our performance analysis is limited to only two advanced PB schemes, Pagoda and RFS and other schemes such as HeRO and Broadcatch weren't covered here. However, we believe our G-ProB is capable of providing significant improvements to both schemes. Yet, more complex schemes such as UHB will need more adjustment to consider their levels of broadcast quality. Such experiments will comprise our future work to actuate and improve our existing scheme.
As we mentioned previously, G-ProB couldn't utilized in all our provided buffer slots, since there is a pseudo-buffer occurrence. This will also be part of our future work--deciding how large a pseudo-buffer size will be required. If possible, we would like to minimize or even eliminate this pseudo-buffer, so that the performance of the system will increase more accurately based on the given buffer size parameters.
